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Description of products
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MAGRA-boiler distributor, Type F as a combined outflow and return flow distributor, consists of: Thermally separated 
outflow and return flow chamber, positioned above each other, in sheet steel. Double chamber 87/87 mm.
Distributor chamber for outflow with connection pipe 1”, as well as pipe sleeve passage for return flow connection 
pipes. Distributor chamber for return flow with connection pipes 1”, guided through pipe sleeves in the outflow 
chamber with cavity. Group outlets upwards as connection pipes 1” and boiler connection downwards as connection 
pipe 1”. Outflow and return flow next to each other. Distance between connection pipes 125 mm. Distributor is 
pressure tested and externally plastic coated in factory. Maximum system pressure 6 bar.

                 
                 Applications: 

3                 Hot water flow rate up to approx. 3 m /h   Performance at Dt 20° up to approx. 70 kW

                 Number of heating groups

                 Material:            Wage:

                
                 MAGRA-Prefabricated Insulation with Aluminium Sheet Jacket and High-resistance PU foam according to the 

heating system regulations, for the above distributor, consists of:
                 Aluminium sheet metal jacket and 35 mm thick high-resistance PU foam, half-shell, up to 100° C outflow 

temperature. Frontally provided with lid. With cutouts for distributor connections. Including aluminium fastening 
strips and quick action screw closures. 

                 Material:            Wage:

                 MAGRA-Identification Plates 85 for Designating Outflow Connection Pipes for the above distributor.
The identification plate is screwed with the accompanying screws on MAGRA-prefabricated insulation. Lettering is 
possible with standard text strips of 100 x 9.25 mm (Simplex, Sikla, Klug), insertion of imprinted strip 9 mm or by 
self-lettering. Imprinted field is protected against hostile actions, with a stick-on transparent cap. Plate size 110 x 24 
mm.

Material:            Wage:

                 MAGRA-Wall Fastenings 160/130 for insulated MAGRA-boiler distributors Type F 87-12.5.
                 Projection 125 mm up to the middle of distributor. Galvanised. Including screws, dowels, and washers. This wall
                 fastener encloses the insulated MAGRA boiler distributor. 

                 Material:            Wage:

-Boiler distributor 87-12,5 =  distance between
       connection pipes 125 mm

for wall- or
direct mounting on the heating boiler
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thermally separated
Type F

Heizungsvertei ler
Ölvertei ler
Sanitärvertei ler
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Internet: www.magra-verteiler.de
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